
JEFFERSON NOON NET

11:30, Begin Early Radio Check and Signal Report session. 

(Early NCS), Good morning to all stations standing by for the Jefferson Noon Net. This
is Net Control Station CALL, my name is NAME and I'm located in CITY, STATE. 
The early check in session will run from 11:30 to 12:00 o'clock and we'll be giving 
Radio Checks and Signal Reports for any station that checks in. The JNN meets 
weekdays on or near 7204 kHz. Alternate frequencies are 7214 kHz and UP. Anyone 
with emergency traffic can break in at any time.

(Early NCS), Calling for any bulletins or announcements.

(Early NCS),  (Establish relay stations)

(Early NCS),  If there are contact calls for any of the stations checking, break in 
at any time, make contact and then move +/_ 5kHz.

(Early NCS, then relays),  Calling any stations, anywhere, guests are welcome, 
for the JNN Radio Check and Signal Report session.

(Early NCS), At about 12:00, when the early check in session is complete, pass 
total check in count to the NCS.

12:00, Begin the Jefferson Noon Net

(NCS), Good afternoon to all stations standing by for the Jefferson Noon Net. This is 
Net Control Station CALL, my name is NAME and I'm located in CITY, STATE.  The 
JNN meets weekdays on or near 7204 kHz. Alternate frequencies are 7214 kHz and 
UP. Anyone with emergency traffic can break in at any time.

(NCS),  Calling for any bulletins or announcements.

(NCS),   (Establish relay stations)

(NCS),  If there are contact calls for any of the stations checking in, break in at 
any time, make contact and then move +/_ 5kHz.

(NCS), then relays),  Calling any stations anywhere, guests are welcome, for the 
JNN Radio Check and Signal Report session.                         

NCS), 12:30 or on completion of the JNN Radio Check and Signal Report 
session. Call again for message traffic.



NCS),  We're getting ready to start the JNN round table. When your area is called, 
check in with your call sign and location. If you are new to the net, say your first name. 
Weather reports and other information are given during the round table.
 
(NCS),  Calling stations for the JNN round table:

(Washington, Oregon) (Idaho, Montana) (Nevada) (California)  (Arizona or New 
Mexico) (Utah, Colorado or Wyoming) (Canada.)

(NCS, then relays),  Calling any stations anywhere, guests are welcome for the 
JNN round table. 

(NCS),  Set up and announce round table order.

(NCS), Call for any corrections or additions to the round table order.

(NCS),  After the Round Table ask for Contacts or Comments with round table.

(NCS),  On round table completion:

(NCS, then relays),  Calling any stations anywhere, guests are welcome, for the 
JNN.

(NCS),  Conclude the JNN Net:

Thanks to all who participated, and especially to our relays today (list relays).
This is Net Control Station NAME, CALL, we are closing the Jefferson Noon Net at 
XX:XX Pacific Time. Thank you all for participating, 73.


